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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a sanitary tissue paper roll such as a toilet paper roll, a method of making the
same, and a sanitary tissue paper for a sanitary tissue paper roll.

Background Art

[0002] Toilet paper rolls (also called toilet rolls), as sanitary tissue paper rolls, are generally made by winding one
sheet to three layers of sheets of sanitary tissue papers onto a paper core and into a roll (though there are products
without paper cores). Usually, a roll made by winding one sheet of sanitary tissue paper is called one-ply, a roll made
by winding two-layered sheets of sanitary tissue papers is called a two-ply, and a roll made by winding three-layered
sheets of sanitary tissue papers is called a three-ply.
[0003] Particularly, in the case of toilet paper rolls made of 100% natural pulp, emboss is applied to the sanitary tissue
paper to provide thickness feeling and bulk softness. In a toilet paper roll made of such pulp, usually, about 60 m of
sanitary tissue paper for one-ply and about 30 m for two-ply is wound to a paper core having an inner diameter of 45
mm and a thickness of 0.5 mm, and made into a roll having about 110 mm outer diameter. Recently, there are rolls
called compact rolls in which 90 m for one-ply and 45 m for two-ply is wound around a paper core having an outer
diameter of about 38 mm.
[0004] In such toilet paper rolls, since the toilet paper comes directly into contact with the sensitive skin, rigorousness
in quality is required from the consumer. That is, these products are always exposed to the consumer’s rigorous selection,
and thus, there are several high hurdles in order for the products to be used.
[0005] The first hurdle is to provide a good image upon purchasing so that the product will anyhow be tried once. The
second hurdle is not to disappoint the above-mentioned image, i.e., the consumer’s expectations, upon actual usage.

(A) Object of toilet paper roll in order to overcome the first hurdle

[0006] Toilet paper rolls are usually displayed and sold in stores in packages wherein a plurality of toilet paper rolls
are packed. It is thought that the consumer decides whether or not to purchase the rolls by holding the toilet paper roll
in his/her hand, and by unconsciously imaging the feeling of the toilet paper upon use, based on the feeling upon holding.
[0007] Through this fact, the present applicant found that the feeling upon holding the toilet paper roll, that is, the
hardness felt upon holding the roll, becomes a potential purchasing index for deciding whether or not to purchase the
roll. It is thought that purchasing is decided based on the thought that, for example, if the toilet paper roll feels hard upon
holding the roll, the paper may be hard and uncomfortable upon usage in the form of a sheet in the unwound actual
usage state, or, if the roll is too soft, the paper may rip upon usage because it is too soft also in the form of a sheet.
[0008] However, the roll hardness of toilet paper rolls currently put on the market does not possess a suitable tender-
touch. Thus, it is inferred that there are many cases where the rolls are losing the opportunity of being tried.

(B) Object upon giving the toilet paper roll a suitable roll hardness

[0009] On the other hand, in order to provide the roll hardness with a suitable tender-touch, there are the following
objects. That is, conventional sanitary tissue paper rolls were either wound too hard and had poor thickness feeling or
bulk softness, or on the contrary, wound too loose and the rolls easily deformed in a telescopic manner in which the
center portion projects from the sides, or their section deformed into a polygonal shape, and was poor in massiveness
when holding in the hand.
[0010] Particularly, in the case where the roll was wound hard, although it is thought that by applying the above-
mentioned embossing, the thickness feeling and bulk softness can be improved, only by providing clear embosses, the
emboss is stretched and flattened and the thickness feeling and bulk softness are lost upon winding or as time passes
due to the tension in the winding direction. Further, in case of forming a compact roll, since the sanitary tissue paper is
wound around the core while being tensioned, the emboss is stretched and flattened due to this tension. Thus, it is not
possible to enhance the thickness feeling and bulk softness.
[0011] On the other hand, if the paper is softly wound merely by lowering the tension upon winding, the wind tends to
easily loosen. This not only becomes a cause of defectively wound items and deteriorate massiveness, but also causes
a problem in that the roll diameter becomes too large even though the roll length is short. Particularly, if winding is carried
out with a usual roll length after providing clear embosses to increase paper thickness, even though flattening of the
embosses can be prevented, the roll diameter becomes too large and the rolls cannot be held by usual holders.
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(C) Object of sanitary tissue paper for toilet paper roll in order to overcome the second hurdle

[0012] Upon unwinding and actually using the toilet paper roll having been purchased mainly by image as explained
above, it is necessary not to give an impression to the consumer, who purchased the roll, that he has been betrayed of
his/her expectations. Further, upon use, the consumer will sensually evaluate, for example, the tender-touch, pliantness,
bulk softness, hardness, and smoothness of the roll in the state of a sanitary tissue paper having been unwound from
the toilet paper roll.
[0013] Therefore, conventionally, in addition to paper-quality data such as grammage, paper thickness, strength, and
elongation which are generally-measured physical properties of paper, it has been typical for the manufacturer to adopt
indexes such as "softness" or "MMD" as an evaluation criteria corresponding to such sensory evaluation.
[0014] "Softness" shows a resistance value (average value in the longitudinal and lateral directions) when pushing a
paper being 10 cm wide into a 5.0 mm gap using a terminal. "MMD" shows a variation (average deviation) in friction
coefficient between paper and a contactor wound with a piano wire. These are measuring methods used generally for
sanitary papers.
[0015] However, "softness" is affected by friction between the paper and the terminal, and does not always sufficiently
correspond to the tender-touch and/or pliantness evaluated by a person. Further, although "MMD" has a relation with
the smoothness felt by the skin, the resulting value has not been able to show the difference between mere slippery
feeling and smoothness.
[0016] Therefore, it has not been able to sufficiently grasp the bulk softness, pliantness, tender-touch and/or smooth-
ness to the touch, which are required for toilet papers, and thus, it was not possible to reproduce quality nor confirm that
quality has been reproduced.
[0017] Only by paper-quality data, softness and MMD, the delicate quality felt by a person was not sufficiently grasped,
nor was it possible to sufficiently conduct an absolute evaluation in time series or a differential analysis compared with
competitive products made by other companies.
[0018] US 3, 877, 576 A relates to a paper roll for use for toilet paper, paper towel and the like.
[0019] US 5, 972, 456 A relates generally to an improved toilet paper product, and more particularly to a toilet paper
product having greater length and thickness than ordinary toilet paper products, allowing the user to utilize the product
without pre-folding the toilet paper.
[0020] US 4,339,088 relates to a method of embossing in convolutely wound rolls to avoid nesting and the product
resulting therefrom. Exemplary of the products produced according to the invention are household toweling and toilet
tissue.

Disclosure of Invention

[0021] In view of the above and other matters, one aspect of the sanitary tissue paper roll of the present invention is
a sanitary tissue paper roll wherein, a sheet of the sanitary tissue paper has a grammage of 15-25 g/m2, a paper thickness
is 120-160 micrometer per sheet, a longitudinal/lateral ratio of dry-state tensile strength of the sheet is 2.0-4.0, the "dry-
state tensile strength" being tensile strength measured according to tensile-characteristic testing method defined by
Japan Industrial Standard, JISP8113, the "longitudinal/lateral ratio of dry-state tensile strength" indicating a ratio obtained
by dividing the dry-state tensile strength in a longitudinal direction by the dry-state tensile strength in a width direction,
a weight proportion of Nadelholz bleached kraft pulp (NBKP) in pulp feedstock for the sheet is 20-60%, the sheet is
subject to an embossing process, length of the sanitary tissue paper wound to the sanitary tissue paper roll is 29-33 m
for two-ply, and 19-22 m for three-ply, a roll compressibility of the sanitary tissue paper roll is 0.68-0.74 m/cm2, the roll
compressibility being defined as a value obtained by dividing the length of the sanitary tissue paper wound to the sanitary
tissue paper roll by an area of a plane orthogonal to a central axis of the sanitary tissue paper roll, an inner roll diameter
of the sanitary tissue paper roll ranges between 30 and 50 mm, an outer roll diameter of the sanitary tissue paper roll
ranges between 100 and 120 mm, when the sanitary tissue paper roll of two-ply or three-ply is laid on a horizontal surface
with its center axis in a horizontal orientation, and a circular plate indenter, having an area of 2 cm2 and being arranged
at the center of an upper surface of an outer periphery of a body of the sanitary tissue paper roll, is vertically pressed
in two steps at least at respective pressing pressures of 0.5 gf/cm2 and 50 gf/cm2, a difference in depths upon the
respective pressing is within a range of 2.5-3.5 mm, and the sheet has an elongation rate, in the longitudinal direction,
of 20-35%.
[0022] Another aspect of the sanitary tissue paper roll of the present invention is a sanitary tissue paper roll wherein,
a sheet of the sanitary tissue paper has a grammage of 15-25 g/m2 and a paper thickness is 120-160 micrometer per
sheet, a longitudinal/lateral ratio of dry-state tensile strength of the sheet is 2.0-4.0, the "dry-state tensile strength" being
tensile strength measured according to tensile-characteristic testing method defined by Japan Industrial Standard,
JISP8113, the "longitudinal/lateral ratio of dry-state tensile strength" indicating a ratio obtained by dividing the dry-state
tensile strength in a longitudinal direction by the dry-state tensile strength in a width direction, a weight proportion of
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Nadelholz bleached kraft pulp (NBKP) in pulp feedstock for the sheet is 20-60%, the sheet is subject to an embossing
process, a length of the sanitary tissue paper wound to the sanitary tissue paper roll is 58-65 m for one-ply, a roll
compressibility of the sanitary tissue paper roll is 0.68-0.74 m/cm2, the roll compressibility being defined as a value
obtained by dividing the length of the sanitary tissue paper wound to the sanitary tissue paper roll by an area of a plane
orthogonal to a central axis of the sanitary tissue paper roll, an inner roll diameter of the sanitary tissue paper roll ranges
between 30 and 50 mm, an outer roll diameter of the sanitary tissue paper roll ranges between 100 and 120 mm, when
the sanitary tissue paper roll of one-ply is laid on a horizontal surface with its center axis in a horizontal orientation, and
a circular plate indenter, having an area of 2 cm2 and being arranged at the center of an upper surface of an outer
periphery of a body of the sanitary tissue paper roll, is vertically pressed in two steps at least at respective pressing
pressures of 0.5 gf/cm2 and 50 gf/cm2, a difference in depths upon the respective pressing is within a range of 1.5-2.5
mm, and the sheet has an elongation rate, in the longitudinal direction, of 20-35%.
[0023] Note that various other aspects may be contrived regarding the present invention.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0024]

Fig. 1 is a perspective view showing a method of measuring the roll hardness of a toilet paper roll according to the
present embodiment;
Fig. 2 is a diagram of a correlation between the difference in pressing depth and the sensory-evaluation value for
a toilet paper roll having an inner/outer roll diameter of 40 mm/110 mm;
Fig. 3 is a graph showing measurement results upon continuously measuring the above-mentioned difference in
pressing depth nine times for the above-mentioned two-ply toilet paper roll having an inner/outer roll diameter of 40
mm/110 mm;
In Fig. 4, Fig. 4(a) is a side section of a sheet with a small elongation rate, and Fig. 4(b) is a side section of a sheet
with a large elongation rate;
Fig. 5 is a side view of a toilet paper roll;
Fig. 6 is a schematic perspective view of an example of a cored-toilet paper roll;
Fig. 7 is an explanation diagram of a compression-characteristic testing method of the present invention;
Fig. 8 is an explanation diagram of a bending-characteristic testing method of the present invention;
Fig. 9 is a relational diagram regarding bending characteristics; and
Fig. 10 is an explanation diagram of a frictional-characteristic testing method of the present invention.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

==Summary of Disclosure==

[0025] The present invention was construed to solve the above and other problems, and a first object is to provide a
sanitary tissue paper roll which can give an appropriate tender-touch feeling when the consumer takes the roll in his/her
hand.
[0026] A second object is to provide a sanitary tissue paper roll which is rich in thickness feeling and bulk softness
while being difficult to deform, which has a sufficient massiveness when taken in the hand, and in which the emboss is
not easily flattened in case embossing is applied.
[0027] Further, a third object is to provide a sanitary tissue paper for a sanitary tissue paper roll which is superior in
and matches the human sensory evaluation, and which is highly valued in such sensory evaluation. Other objects are
to permit quantification of bulk softness, pliantness and smoothness of a sanitary tissue paper, and to permit management
and control of the quality of the toilet paper according to measurement data, by using a combination of two measurement
data for respective three basic measurement methods, or by using the three basic measurement methods and six
measurement data.
[0028] In order to achieve the above and other objects, the sanitary tissue paper roll according to one aspect of the
present invention is such wherein, when a sanitary tissue paper roll of two-ply or three-ply is laid on a horizontal surface
with its center axis in a horizontal orientation; and a circular plate indenter, having an area of 2 cm2 and being arranged
at the center of an upper surface of an outer periphery of a body of said roll, is vertically pressed at least at respective
pressing pressures of 0.5 gf/cm2 and 50 gf/cm2, a difference in depths upon said respective pressing is within a range
of 2.5-3.5 mm.
[0029] According to the structure above, when a consumer takes a two-ply or three-ply sanitary tissue paper roll in
his/her hand, the consumer can feel an appropriate tender-touch. This is because the difference in pressing depth of
the present sanitary tissue paper roll is set within an appropriate range of 2.5-3.5 mm based on a correlation between
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a sensory-evaluation value of roll hardness, which is felt by a person taking the sanitary tissue paper roll in his/her hand,
and the above-mentioned difference in pressing depth, in order to provide an appropriate soft feeling to the person
holding the roll. That is, since the difference in pressing depth is set to be equal to or above 2.5 mm, the consumer is
not given a feeling that the roll is too hard; whereas, since the above-mentioned difference in pressing depth is set equal
to or below 3.5 mm, he is not given a feeling that the roll is too soft. Therefore, the consumer can feel an appropriate
tender-touch.
[0030] Further, it is possible to objectively and quantitatively evaluate the sensory-evaluation value, which expresses
the roll hardness felt by a person, as a difference in pressing depth upon pressing a circular plate indenter into the roll
at two pressing pressures . Therefore, it is possible to control the roll hardness of a sanitary tissue paper roll within an
appropriate range.
[0031] A sanitary tissue paper roll according to one aspect of the present invention is such wherein, when a sanitary
tissue paper roll of one-ply is laid on a horizontal surface with its center axis in a horizontal orientation; and a circular
plate indenter, having an area of 2 cm2 and being arranged at the center of an upper surface of an outer periphery of a
body of said roll, is vertically pressed at least at respective pressing pressures of 0.5 gf/cm2 and 50 gf/cm2, a difference
in depths upon said respective pressing is within a range of 1.5-2.5 mm.
[0032] According to the structure above, it is possible to achieve the same effects, alike the above-mentioned invention,
for a one-ply sanitary tissue paper roll.
[0033] A sanitary tissue paper roll wherein according to one aspect of the present invention is such wherein, when a
sanitary tissue paper roll of either one-ply to three-ply is laid on a horizontal surface with its center axis in a horizontal
orientation; a circular plate indenter, having an area of 2 cm2 and being arranged at the center of an upper surface of
an outer periphery of a body of said roll, is vertically pressed at least at respective pressing pressures of 0.5 gf/cm2 and
50 gf/cm2; and a difference in depths upon said respective pressing is continuously measured nine times, a difference
between the maximum and the minimum of all values of said measurements is within a range of 0.5-1.0 mm.
[0034] According to the structure above, since the above-mentioned difference between the maximum and minimum
of the measurement value is within a range of 0.5-1.0 mm, an appropriate restorability and ability to deform permanently
will be provided. Thus, the sanitary tissue paper roll will be able to possess both an appropriate shape-maintaining ability
and tender-touch. On the contrary, if the difference exceeds 1.0 mm, the roll is easily subjected to permanent deformation
and the shape-maintaining ability is deteriorated; whereas if the difference is below 0.5 mm, permanent deformation is
difficult to occur and the roll will feel hard.
[0035] Therefore, according to the above, it is possible to provide a consumer with an appropriate tender-touch feel
when the consumer takes the above-mentioned sanitary tissue paper roll in his/her hand, and the roll will appropriately
maintain its roll shape and be superior in appearance due to its appropriate shape-maintaining ability.
[0036] In a sanitary tissue paper roll according to one aspect of the above-mentioned present invention, it is possible
that, when a difference in depths upon said respective pressing is continuously measured nine times, all values of said
measurements are within said range of said difference in pressing depth; and a difference between the maximum and
the minimum of all values of said measurements is within a range of 0.5-1.0 mm.
[0037] Further, in a sanitary tissue paper roll according to the present invention, an elongation rate in a longitudinal
direction of a sanitary tissue paper of said sanitary tissue paper roll is 20-35 %.
[0038] According to the structure above, since a sanitary tissue paper having an elongation rate, in the longitudinal
direction, of 20-35 % is used for the sanitary tissue paper roll, it is possible to easily set the difference in pressing depth
in a rolled state within an appropriate range (range of 2.5-3.5 mm for two-ply or three-ply, and range of 1.5-2.5 mm for
one-ply), as well as provide a shape-maintaining ability to the roll.
[0039] For example, in case a sheet having an elongation rate below 20 % is used, when the sheet is wound into a
roll with a constant winding tension, since the crepes (wrinkles along the width direction of the sheet; a plurality of which
are provided in the longitudinal direction) are fully stretched and no elongation remains, there are cases where the
bulkiness becomes small and the roll becomes hard. On the other hand, if the sheet is wound with a low roll compressibility
to maintain the elongation in order to avoid the above-mentioned situation, since the crepes are small, a space tends
to be created between the sheets and the wind becomes loose, resulting in that the roll is easily deformed by, for example,
lateral protrusion of the side-end surface of the roll in a telescopic manner. That is, it is difficult to cope with both setting
the above-mentioned difference in pressing depth, which expresses the roll hardness, within the above-mentioned
appropriate range, and maintaining the shape of the roll.
[0040] Further, in case a sheet having an elongation rate exceeding 35 % is used, the crepes remain too large when
the sheet is wound into a roll, resulting in that the bulkiness becomes too large and the roll becomes excessively soft.
Therefore, it is difficult to set the above-mentioned difference in pressing depth within the above-mentioned appropriate
range.
[0041] Contrary to the above, if a sheet having an elongation rate of 20-35 % is used, since the crepes remain to have
an appropriate size even when the sheet is wound into a roll, the bulkiness can be set to an appropriate extent, and the
difference in pressing depth can easily be set within the above-mentioned appropriate range. Further, since the sheets,
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which are stacked in the radial direction, are resiliently bound together because of the crepes remaining in an appropriate
size, the side-end surfaces will not easily protrude laterally in a telescopic manner, and the roll-shape-maintaining ability
is superior. That is, it is possible to achieve both setting the above-mentioned difference in pressing depth within the
appropriate range, and maintenance of the shape of the roll.
[0042] The invention of a sanitary tissue paper roll according to the present invention is such made by winding one
sheet or two layered sheets of sanitary tissue papers wherein a roll compressibility of said roll is 0.68-0.74 m/cm2, said
roll compressibility being defined as a value obtained by dividing a roll length by a cross section of said roll.
[0043] According to the structure above, when the roll compressibility is within a range of 0.68-0.74 m/cm2, it will be
rich in thickness feeling and bulk softness while being difficult to deform, and the embosses will not easily be flattened
in case embossing is applied. On the contrary, if the roll compressibility exceeds 0.74 m/cm2, the wind will be too hard
and thickness feeling and bulk softness will decrease. Then, if the roll compressibility is below 0.68 m/cm2, deformation
will easily occur and the massiveness when held will decrease.
[0044] Further, a sanitary tissue paper roll according to one aspect of the above-mentioned present invention is such
that wherein a dry-state tensile strength, which is measured according to a tensile-characteristic testing method defined
by JISP8113, per each sheet of said sanitary tissue paper is equal to or above 40 N/m in a width direction, and is 1.0-4.0
folds of said width direction in a longitudinal direction.
[0045] According to the structure above, by heightening the width-direction dry-state tensile strength to a necessary-
and-sufficient extent and also setting the longitudinal-direction dry-state tensile strength to 1.0-4.0 folds of the width-
direction dry-state tensile strength, the sanitary tissue paper will not easily be tightened into a hard, thin state upon
winding or after winding, and thus, thickness feeling, bulk softness and massiveness upon usage are sufficiently secured,
even if the roll compressibility is set to be 0.68-0.74 m/cm2. Particularly, in case embossing is applied to the sanitary
tissue paper, the emboss is not easily flattened and will clearly remain upon usage, and thickness feeling, bulk softness
and massiveness will not easily be lost.
[0046] Further, a sanitary tissue paper roll according to one aspect of the above-mentioned present invention is such
that wherein a number of crepes of said sanitary tissue paper is 25-45 per cm, and an elongation rate in a longitudinal
direction is 15-25 %.
[0047] According to the structure above, by forming the crepes (wrinkles along the width direction of the sheet; a
plurality of which are provided in the longitudinal direction) and setting the elongation rate, in the longitudinal direction,
to be 12-25 % , thickness feeling, bulk softness and massiveness upon usage are further enhanced, and particularly,
in case embossing is applied, the emboss is further difficult to be flattened.
[0048] Further, a sanitary tissue paper roll according to one aspect of the above-mentioned present invention is such
that wherein, per each sheet of said sanitary tissue paper, the grammage is 15-25 g/m2, the density is 0.10-0.15 g/cm3,
and the thickness is 120-170 mm.
[0049] When particularly using such a sanitary tissue paper, the above and below mentioned effects will sufficiently
be achieved.
[0050] Further, a sanitary tissue paper roll according to one aspect of the above-mentioned present invention uses,
as said sanitary tissue paper, a paper made mainly of Nadelholz bleached kraft pulp and Laubholz bleached kraft pulp
and having a weight proportion of Nadelholz bleached kraft pulp and Laubholz bleached kraft pulp of 10:90 - 70:30.
[0051] The present invention can be preferably used for sanitary tissue paper rolls of such pulp products.
[0052] Further, a sanitary tissue paper roll according to one aspect of the above-mentioned present invention is made
by winding said one sheet or two layered sheets of sanitary tissue paper having been embossed.
[0053] The present invention is preferable to sanitary tissue paper rolls with embosses, and as described above, the
applied emboss is difficult to flatten and they will clearly remain upon usage, and thus, an effect is achieved in that
thickness feeling, bulk softness and/or massiveness are not easily lost.
[0054] Further, a sanitary tissue paper roll according to one aspect of the above-mentioned present invention, wherein
a roll length is 58-65 m in case of winding said one sheet of sanitary tissue paper, and a roll length is 29-33 m in case
of winding said two layered sheets of sanitary tissue papers.
[0055] A preferable object of the present invention is a toilet paper roll, and in consideration of attaching the roll to a
typical roll holder, it is necessary for the outer diameter to be about 100-118 mm. According to the range of roll com-
pressibility of the present invention, by setting the roll length within the above-mentioned range, it is possible to set the
outer diameter within a range attachable to a typical roll holder. Further, in this case, the above-mentioned effects are
also sufficiently achieved.
[0056] Further, a sanitary tissue paper roll according to one aspect of the above-mentioned present invention is made
by winding said sanitary tissue paper around a core having an outer diameter of 30-40 mm.
[0057] As for a sanitary tissue paper roll, in addition to a cored type roll in which paper is wound around a paper core,
there exists a non-cored type in which there is no core, and the present invention is applicable to both types. According
to the structure above, particularly for the case of a cored-type roll, by setting the outer diameter of the core to be 30-40
mm when taking the roll compressibility range of the present invention, it is possible to set the outer diameter within a
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range attachable to a typical roll holder. Further, in this case, the above-mentioned effects are also sufficiently achieved.
[0058] A method of manufacturing a sanitary tissue paper roll comprises: making a sanitary tissue paper by setting a
jet flow speed of pulp slurry / wire speed ratio (J/W ratio) to be 0.92-1.00, winding one sheet or two-layered sheets of
saidpaper, and obtaining a roll in which a roll compressibility thereof is 0.68-0.74 m/cm2, said roll compressibility being
defined as a value obtained by dividing a roll length by a cross section of said roll.
[0059] According to the structure above, by setting the jet flow speed of pulp slurry / wire speed ratio (J/W ratio) to be
0.92-1.00 upon making a sanitary tissue paper, the amount of fiber oriented in the longitudinal direction will be equal to
or more than the amount of fiber oriented in the width direction, and thus, it will be possible to set the longitudinal-direction
dry-state tensile strength of the manufactured roll to be 1.0-4.0 folds of the width-direction dry-state tensile strength.
Therefore, the sanitary tissue paper will not easily be tightened into a hard, thin state upon winding or after winding, and
thus, thickness feeling, bulk softness and massiveness upon usage are sufficiently secured. Particularly, in case em-
bossing is applied to the sanitary tissue paper, the emboss is not easily flattened and will clearly remain upon usage,
and thickness feeling, bulk softness and massiveness will not easily be lost.
[0060] The invention of a sanitary tissue paper for a sanitary tissue paper roll according to another aspect of the
present invention is such wherein a sample paper is compressed between steel plates, which respectively have a circular
surface with a compression area of 2 cm2, at a maximum compression load of 50 gf/cm2, and upon returning of said
paper sample, a linearity of a displacement curve between a load and a thickness is 0.2500-0.3300 for a one-ply, and
0.3400-0.3700 for a two-ply; and a thickness upon a load of 50 gf/cm2 is equal to or above 0.1400 mm for a one-ply,
and equal to or above 0.2500 mm for a two-ply.
[0061] According to the structure above, an appropriate flexible response will be felt upon pushing with the hand.
[0062] In the invention of a sanitary tissue paper for a sanitary tissue paper roll according to one aspect of the above-
mentioned present invention, it is possible that, a difference between thickness at a load of 0.5 gf/cm2 and a thickness
at a load of 50 gf/cm2 is equal to or above 0.2000 mm for a one-ply, and equal to or above 0.2000 mm for a two-ply;
and an amount of work upon compression is equal to or below 0.2000 gf*cm/ cm2 for a one-ply, and equal to or below
0.2200 gf*cm/ cm2 for a two-ply.
[0063] According to the structure above, the paper quality will have bulk softness.
[0064] The invention of a sanitary tissue paper for a sanitary tissue paper roll according to another aspect of the
present invention is such wherein, in a relation between curvature and flexural moment upon: chucking a paper sample
having a width of 20 cm at a chuck distance of 1 cm; bending the paper forward up to a maximum curvature of 2.5 cm-1

through pure bending by always keeping one side to form an arc; bending the paper back to its original position; bending
the paper backwardly at a maximum curvature of -2.5 cm-1; and returning the paper to its original position, an average
value of a paper’s bending resistance in longitudinal and lateral directions is equal to or below 0.0080 gf*cm2/cm for a
one-ply, and equal to or below 0.0180 gf*cm2/cm for a two-ply, said paper’s bending resistance being expressed as an
average inclination between a curvature of 0.5-1.5 cm-1; and an average value of a paper’s flexural recoverability in
longitudinal and lateral directions is 0.0030-0.0050 gf*cm/cm for a one-ply, and 0.0130-0.0170 gf*cm/cm for a two-ply,
said paper’s flexural recoverability being expressed as an average hysteresis width of flexural moment between a
curvature of 0.5-1.5 cm-1.
[0065] According to the structure above, the resistance upon bending will be small, and the paper will have an appro-
priate bending recoverability.
[0066] The invention of a sanitary tissue paper for a sanitary tissue paper roll according to another aspect of the
present invention is such wherein an average value between an average deviation of a friction coefficient obtained for
longitudinal and lateral directions on a front side and that obtained for longitudinal and lateral directions on a back side
for a one-ply is equal to or below 0.032, and, an average value for longitudinal and lateral directions on a front side for
a two-ply is equal to or below 0.029, said average deviation of said friction coefficient being such obtained upon: making
a friction piece contact a paper sample at a contact pressure of 10gf, said friction piece being made from a piano wire
of which a lateral section is 0.5 mm in diameter, and having a friction surface of 5 mm long; and moving said friction
piece 2 cm at a speed of 0.1 cm/second in a direction orthogonal to a length direction of said friction piece, while the
paper sample is being applied with a tension of 20 gf/cm in the moving direction; and also, an average value between
a paper s average friction coefficient obtained for longitudinal and lateral directions on a front side and that obtained for
longitudinal and lateral directions on a back side for a one-ply is 0.2600-0.2800, and an average value of a paper’s
average friction coefficient for longitudinal and lateral directions on a front side for a two-ply is 0.3500-0.3800.
[0067] According to the structure above, smoothness is provided since variation is small, and also, an appropriate
frictional resistance is provided, and a stableness in smooth feeling is provided.
[0068] Further, in a sanitary tissue paper for a sanitary tissue paper roll according to one aspect of the present invention,
it is possible that, grammage is 15-25 g/m2, paper thickness is 120-180 mm; longitudinal/lateral ratio of tension is 2.0-3.0;
elongation rate, in a longitudinal direction, is 20-35 %; longitudinal tensile strength is 110-115 N/m; and number of crepes
is 30-50 per cm.
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==Examples==

[0069]

(A) Firstly, a preferred embodiment will be explained in detail, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in view
of the first object, which is to provide a sanitary tissue paper roll which can give an appropriate tender-touch feeling
when the consumer takes the roll in his/her hand.

[0070] The toilet paper roll, which is the sanitary tissue paper roll in the present embodiment, is quantitatively measured
according to the method explained below so that the roll hardness will be within an appropriate range as described
below. Thus, it is possible to supply, to the market, toilet paper rolls which give an appropriate tender-touch feeling to
the consumer.
[0071] Fig. 1 is a perspective view showing the measurement method for roll hardness of a toilet paper roll according
to the present embodiment. The roll hardness of a toilet paper roll 1 is quantitatively measured according to the following
steps:

(1) Firstly, a toilet paper roll 1 is laid on a horizontal platform 5 so that the center axis 1a is in the horizontal direction.
(2) Then, a circular plate indenter 3, having an area of 2 cm2 and assumed as an index finger of a person, is abutted
to the center of the upper surface of the outer periphery of the roll body.
(3) The pressing depth of the above-mentioned circular plate indenter 3 in this abutted state is taken as zero, and
this circular plate indenter 3 is pressed vertically at a pressing pressure of 0.5 gf/cm2 and a pressing speed of 10
mm/minute.
(4) When the pressing depth of the above-mentioned indenter 3 becomes stable, the pressing depth is recorded as
the first pressing depth.
(5) Then, continuously, the above-mentioned indenter 3 is vertically pressed at the same pressing speed and with
a pressing pressure increased to 50 gf/cm2.
(6) When the pressing depth of the above-mentioned indenter 3 becomes stable, the pressing depth is recorded as
the second pressing depth.
(7) The difference between the second pressing depth and the first pressing depth (described as "difference in
pressing depth") is recorded as the roll hardness, and then the pressing pressure on the above-mentioned indenter
is released.

[0072] Note that, the first pressing (the pressing of above-mentioned (3)) among the two-step pressing operation is
assumed as a pushing action by the finger when the consumer takes a toilet paper roll in the hand. On the other hand,
the second pressing (the pressing of above-mentioned (5)) is assumed as a pushing action by the consumer where he
pushes his/her finger into the roll in order to check the hardness of the roll that he is holding. That is, the consumer’s
action of checking the hardness of a toilet paper roll can be approximated by the above-mentioned two-step pressing
operation, and, the feeling of the roll hardness the consumer feels thereupon can be alternatively expressed through
the difference in pressing depth.
[0073] The difference in pressing depth thus measured shows a high correlation with the sensory-evaluation value of
roll hardness actually felt by a person. Fig. 2 shows a correlation diagram respectively for one-ply and two-ply toilet
paper rolls having a roll width of 114 mm, and an inner/outer roll diameter of 40 mm/110 mm. Note that this correlation
diagram between difference in pressing depth and sensory-evaluation value has been obtained by having 50 people
rate the sensory-evaluation values of toilet paper rolls, which respectively have different values of difference in pressing
depth, on a 1-to-5 scale (1: too hard, 2: slightly hard, 3: suitably soft, 4: rather too soft, 5: too soft). The plotted points
on the correlation diagram representatively show only the average value of the sensory-evaluation values for each of
the toilet paper rolls in order to avoid complicatedness of the diagram.
[0074] From the diagram, it can be appreciated that the above-mentioned difference in pressing depth has a good
correlation with the sensory-evaluation value of roll hardness felt by a person. Note that the correlation coefficient between
the above-mentioned difference in pressing depth and the above-mentioned sensory-evaluation value (1 - 5) is 0.79 for
one-ply and 0.83 for two-ply, and, it can be concluded that the above-mentioned difference in pressing depth can
sufficiently be used as an evaluation index for alternatively expressing the roll hardness felt by a person.
[0075] Note that, although this correlation diagram concerns the results for a toilet paper roll having an inner/outer roll
diameter of 40 mm/110 mm, a similar correlation was obtained when such correlation was checked for rolls having outer
roll diameters of 100 mm and 120 mm respectively having varied inner roll diameters of 30 mm and 50 mm. Thus, it
became clear that a person feels the same hardness for a standard toilet paper roll with an outer roll diameter ranging
in 100-120 mm and an inner roll diameter ranging in 30-50 mmeven if the inner/outer roll diameter is different, if the
difference in pressing depth is the same. Therefore, as for the above-mentioned standard toilet paper roll, it is possible
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to uniquely and quantitatively evaluate the roll hardness felt by a person according to the difference in pressing depth
regardless of inner/outer roll diameter.
[0076] From such correlation diagrams, the difference in pressing depth corresponding to the range in which a person
has a suitably soft feel, that is, the range in which the above-mentioned sensory-evaluation value is between 2.5-3.5, is
between 2.5-3.5 mm for a two-ply toilet paper roll, and is between 1.5-2.5 mm for a one-ply roll. These are the appropriate
ranges for the difference in pressing depth. Therefore, by keeping the difference in pressing depth of a toilet paper roll
within the above-mentioned appropriate range, it becomes possible to provide an appropriate tender-touch to a consumer
who has taken the toilet paper roll. Thus, it is possible to supply, to the market, toilet paper rolls which provide an
appropriate tender-touch feeling to the consumer.
[0077] Note that, desirably for the toilet paper roll according to the present embodiment, as shown in Fig. 3, it is
preferable that the nine measurement values of the difference in pressing depth, obtained by continuously conducting
the above-mentioned measurement nine times, are all within the above-mentioned appropriate range and that the
difference between the maximum and minimum of the above-mentioned measurement value is within a range of 0.5-1.0
mm. This is because if the above-mentioned difference between the maximum and minimum of the above-mentioned
measurement value exceeds 1.0 mm, the roll is easily subjected to permanent deformation and the shape-maintaining
ability is deteriorated; whereas if the difference is below 0.5 mm, permanent deformation is difficult to occur and the roll
feels hard. On the contrary, if the above-mentioned difference is within the 0.5-1.0 mm range, the restorability and the
ability to deform permanently will be appropriate; that is, the roll will have both an appropriate shape-maintaining ability
and soft feel and be superior not only in its sense of touch but also in its appearance, and thus, it will be possible to
appeal to the consumer’s sense of beauty. The number of times of measurement is set at nine times because the
minimum value of the difference in pressing depth will sufficiently settle to a constant value through nine times of
measurement.
[0078] Further, it is desirable that a sheet (sanitary tissue paper) having an elongation rate, in the longitudinal direction,
of 20-35 % is used for the above-mentioned toilet paper roll. Accordingly, it is possible to facilitate manufacturing of the
toilet paper roll. Here, "elongation rate" is the amount of elongation per unit length in the longitudinal direction when
tension is imparted in the longitudinal direction until the sheet shears. This amount of elongation is mainly due to the
crepes (wrinkles along the width direction of the sheet; a plurality of which are provided in the longitudinal direction) as
appreciated from the side section of the sheet shown in Fig. 4. The elongation rate becomes small as the dimension of
the waves becomes small or the number of crepes per unit length decreases, as shown in Fig. 4 (a) ; whereas, the
elongation rate becomes large as the above-mentioned waves become large or the above-mentioned number of crepes
increases, as shown in Fig. 4 (b).
[0079] In case a sheet having a small elongation rate below 20 % is used, when the sheet is wound into a roll with a
constant winding tension, since the crepes are fully stretched and no elongation remains as seen in Fig. 5(a), the bulkiness
becomes small and the roll becomes hard. On the other hand, if the sheet is wound with a low roll compressibility to
maintain the elongation in order to avoid the above-mentioned situation, since the crepes are small as seen in Fig. 5(b),
a space tends to be created between the sheets and the wind becomes loose, resulting in that the roll is easily deformed
by, for example, lateral protrusion of the side-end surface of the roll in a telescopic manner. That is, in the case of a
sheet having an elongation rate below 20 %, it is difficult to achieve both setting the above-mentioned difference in
pressing depth, which expresses the roll hardness, within the above-mentioned appropriate range, and maintaining the
shape of the roll.
[0080] Further, in case a sheet having a large elongation rate exceeding 35 % is used, the crepes remain too large
when the sheet is wound into a roll, resulting in that the bulkiness becomes too large and the roll becomes excessively
soft. Therefore, it is difficult to set the above-mentioned difference in pressing depth within the above-mentioned appro-
priate range.
[0081] Contrary to the above, if a sheet having an appropriate elongation rate of 20-35 % is used, since the crepes
remain to have an appropriate size as those shown in Fig. 5(c) even when the sheet is wound into a roll, the bulkiness
can be set to an appropriate extent, and the difference in pressing depth can easily be set within the above-mentioned
appropriate range. Further, since the sheets, which are stacked in the radial direction, are resiliently bound together
because of the crepes remaining in an appropriate size, the side-end surfaces will not easily protrude laterally in a
telescopic manner, and the roll-shape-maintaining ability is superior. That is, it is possible to achieve both setting the
above-mentioned difference in pressing depth within the appropriate range, and maintenance of the shape of the roll.
Therefore, it is possible to facilitate manufacturing of toilet paper rolls.
[0082] Note that the above-mentioned elongation rate can be varied according to, for example, material, strength and
humidity. For example, regarding material, the elongation rate will increase if the below-described NBKP mixing rate is
high, and also, the elongation rate will increase if beating is proceeded and tensile strength is increased.
[0083] Below, explanation will be made on a manufacturing specification of a toilet paper roll for setting the difference
in pressing depth within the above-mentioned appropriate range.
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(1) The sheet has a grammage of 15-25 g/m2, and its paper thickness is 120-160 mm per sheet.
(2) The longitudinal/lateral ratio of dry-state tensile strength of the sheet is 2.0-4.0. Here, "dry-state tensile strength"
is tensile strength measured according to tensile-characteristic testing method defined by Japan Industrial Standard,
JISP8113. The "longitudinal/lateral ratio of dry-state tensile strength" indicates a ratio obtained by dividing the dry-
state tensile strength in the longitudinal direction by the dry-state tensile strength in the width direction. Here, the
tensile-characteristic testing method defined by JISP8113 will be explained. Firstly, a 25 mm-wide sheet, taken as
a test piece, is placed in an atmosphere defined by JISP8111 (an atmosphere with a temperature of 23 6 1 C° and
humidity of 50 6 2 %), and is left in this state until the temperature and humidity of the above-mentioned test piece
reaches an equilibrium. When an equilibrium is reached, both sides, in the longitudinal direction, of the test piece
are pinched with an interval of 180 6 1 mm, and is pulled at a constant speed of 20 6 5 mm/minute until the piece
shears. The maximum load thereupon is converted to a value per width to thus obtain the above-mentioned tensile
strength.
A sheet having such a longitudinal/lateral ratio can be manufactured by adjusting the jet flow speed of pulp slurry /
wire speed ratio (J/W ratio) and appropriately adjusting the amount of fiber oriented in the longitudinal direction to
be more than the amount of fiber oriented in the width direction.
Here, "jet flow speed of pulp slurry" is the flow speed right after jetting of a pulp feedstock onto an endless wire
along its traveling direction in a papermaking process (which is a process of making a thin, continuous sheet of
uniform thickness by flowing a pulp feedstock, made by including pulp into water, onto a traveling endless wire and
making paper). Further, "wire speed" is the traveling speed of the above-mentioned endless wire.
(3) The NBKP mixing rate in pulp feedstock is 20-60%. Here, "NBKP mixing rate" indicates the weight proportion
of Nadelholz bleached kraft pulp (NBKP) in the above-mentioned pulp feedstock, which is composed of Nadelholz
bleached kraft pulp (NBKP) and Laubholz bleached kraft pulp (LBKP) . With the above mentioned NBKP mixing
rate, it is possible to make a sheet enhanced both in strength due to use of Nadelholz bleached kraft pulp, and the
soft tender-touch due to use of Laubholz bleached kraft pulp. Note that the feedstock is not limited only to pulp, but
used-paper feedstock can be used.
(4) The sheet has been subjected to an embossing process. Through this embossing process, since rigidity of the
sheet can be enhanced, it is possible to make the roll have an appropriate roll hardness even under conditions
where roll compressibility is low. Thus, the range of roll compressibility for achieving the above-mentioned difference
in pressing depth can be broadened.
(5) The roll compressibility of the roll is 0.68-0.74 m/cm2. Here, "roll compressibility" is a value obtained by dividing
the roll length of the roll by the area of the side-end surface of the roll (i.e., the area of the surface orthogonal to the
center axis of the roll). Adjustment of the roll compressibility can be accomplished by adjusting the winding tension
applied to the sheet upon winding into a roll.
(6) The roll length of the roll is 58-65 m for one-ply, 29-33 m for two-ply, and 19-22 m for three-ply.

[0084] Note that the inner/outer roll diameter is within the range where the inner diameter is 30-50 mm, and the outer
diameter is 100-120 mm, as explained above.
[0085] Tables 1 and 2 show the manufacturing specifications and the roll hardness of one example of a toilet paper
roll manufactured according to the above-mentioned manufacturing specification, compared to commercial toilet paper
rolls now on the market. Note that Table 1 is of a two-ply toilet paper roll, and Table 2 is of a one-ply roll. Both the
commercial two-ply and one-ply rolls have a difference in pressing depth which is not within the above-mentioned
appropriate range. Further, the average value of the sensory-evaluation value obtained from the above-mentioned 50
persons, shown at the bottommost rows in Tables 1 and 2, is not within the range of 2 .5-3.5 which provides a suitably
soft feel. On the contrary, results for both the one-ply and two-ply rolls according to the present example are satisfactory:
the difference in pressing depth is within the above-mentioned appropriate range, and the sensory-evaluation values
are 3.4 and 2.9, respectively. Further, as for the difference between the maximum and minimum of measurement values
obtained by continuously measuring the above-mentioned difference in pressing depth nine times, the values for the
commercial rolls are not in the range of 0.5-1.0 mm. On the contrary, since the present example is within the above-
mentioned range and is provided with an appropriate shape-maintaining ability in addition to the above-mentioned
suitable soft feel, the rolls will not easily be deformed in shape when displayed in stores and will have a superior
appearance.
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(B) Next, a preferred embodiment will be explained in detail, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in view
of the second object, which is to provide a sanitary tissue paper roll which is rich in thickness feeling and bulk
softness while being difficult to deform, which has a sufficient massiveness when taken in the hand, and in which
the emboss is not easily flattened in case embossing is applied.

[0086] Note that, although the embodiments of the present invention is described in detail regarding examples of toilet
paper rolls having cores, it is of course possible to apply the present invention to other sanitary tissue paper rolls such
as toilet paper rolls without cores and kitchen paper rolls.
[0087] Fig. 6 shows an example of a cored toilet paper roll 1 made by winding a one sheet or two-layered sheets of
sanitary tissue papers P around a core 1A such as a paper core. The meanings of the terms of the present invention
will be defined: "roll length" is the length of the sanitary tissue paper P in the winding direction (longitudinal direction),
"roll cross section" is the area of a surface orthogonal to the center axis of the roll (which is equal to the area of the side
plane 1S), and "width direction" is the direction parallel to the direction of the center axis (or the direction orthogonal to
the longitudinal direction).
[0088] In the present invention, a roll is formed so that the roll compressibility, which is a value determined by dividing
the roll length of the roll by the roll cross section, is 0.68-0.74 m/cm2. A particularly appropriate range of roll compressibility
is 0.70-0.74 m/cm2. Adjustment of the roll compressibility can be accomplished by adjusting the tension applied to the
sanitary tissue paper P upon winding. As described above, if the roll compressibility exceeds 0.74 m/cm2, the wind will
be too hard causing loss of the embosses and loss of thickness feeling and/or bulk softness; whereas if the roll com-
pressibility is below 0.67 m/cm2, the wind will loosen, the roll will tend to deform in a telescopic manner, its sectional
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shape will easily deform into a polygonal shape, and the massiveness when taken in the hand will be lost.
[0089] As for the strength of the sanitary tissue paper P per sheet, it is desirable to heighten the width-direction dry-
state tensile strength, which is measured according to the tensile-characteristic testing method defined by JISP8113, to
a necessary-and-sufficient extent of equal to or above 40 N/m, and desirably 40-45 N/m; and also, it is desirable to set
the longitudinal-direction dry-state tensile strength to 1.0-4.0 folds, and desirably 2.5-3.5 folds of the width-direction dry-
state tensile strength. Through such a structure, the sanitary tissue paper P will not easily be tightened into a hard, thin
state upon winding or after winding, and thus, thickness feeling, bulk softness and massiveness upon usage are sufficiently
secured, even if the roll compressibility is set to be 0.68-0.74 m/cm2. Particularly, in case embossing (not shown) is
applied to the sanitary tissue paper P, the emboss is not easily flattened and will clearly remain upon usage, and thickness
feeling, bulk softness and massiveness will not easily be lost.
[0090] In order to manufacture such sanitary tissue paper P, it is recommended for the jet flow speed of pulp slurry /
wire speed ratio (J/W ratio) to be 0.92-1.00 upon papermaking. Through such a structure, the amount of fiber oriented
in the longitudinal direction will be equal to or more than the amount of fiber oriented in the width direction, and thus, it
will be possible to set the longitudinal-direct ion dry-state tensile strength of the manufactured roll to be 1.0-4.0 folds of
the width-direction dry-state tensile strength.
[0091] Regarding the core 1A used for the cored-type roll, as is well known, a paper core made of cardboard with a
thickness of about 0.5 mm is preferable. However, it is also possible to use a core made, for example, of resin. It is
preferred for the paper core 1A to have an inner diameter of about 30-40 mm. The diameter of a shaft of a shaft-mounting
type roll holder, or the width of a holding piece of a one-touch type roll holder are both about 20-25 mm, and thus, a
paper core with an inner diameter equal to or smaller than 30 mm will not fit well, or will not rotate with ease. Further, if
the inner diameter of the paper core becomes small, twisting may occur in the paper core upon roll winding, which may
be a cause of defectively wound items.
[0092] Further, it is desirable for the sanitary tissue paper P constituting the roll of the present invention to have a
grammage of 15-25 g/m2, density of 0.10-0.15 g/cm3, and a thickness of 120-170 mm, and particularly 160-170 mm, per
sheet.
[0093] Particularly, in this type of sanitary tissue paper roll, there are cases where crepes (wrinkles along the width
direction of the sheet; a plurality of which are provided in the longitudinal direction) are applied. The present invention
may adopt such a structure, and it is preferable that the number of crepes is 25-45 per cm, particularly 42-45 per cm,
and the elongation rate in the longitudinal direction is 15-25 %, preferably 22-25 %.
[0094] Further, as for the sanitary tissue paper P constituting the roll of the present invention, it is desirable to use a
paper made mainly of Nadelholz bleached kraft pulp (NBKP) and Laubholz bleached kraft pulp (LBKP) and having a
weight proportion of Nadelholz bleached kraft pulp and Laubholz bleached kraft pulp of 10:90 - 70:30. Particularly, by
setting the NBKP.:LBKP rate to be within a range of 1:2 - 1:3, it is possible to achieve both an enhancement in strength,
which is caused by using Nadelholz bleached kraft pulp, and an enhancement in soft tender-touch, which is caused by
using Laubholz bleached kraft pulp.
[0095] Furthermore, in the present invention, it is possible to enhance thickness feeling and bulk softness by using a
sanitary tissue paper P having been embossed. As described above, although sanitary tissue paper rolls with embosses
have been known, the emboss is stretched and flattened, and the thickness feeling and bulk softness are lost upon
winding or as time passes due to the tension in the winding direction. On the contrary, since the roll of the present
invention has a roll compressibility of 0.68-0.74 m/cm2, the applied emboss is not easily flattened and will clearly remain
upon usage, and thickness feeling, bulk softness and massiveness will not be lost easily. Note that it is possible .to adopt
known embossing methods and emboss shapes and/or arrangements. Specifically, it is possible to adopt, before winding,
a method of forming embosses in which a sanitary tissue paper is passed between a steel roll having emboss patterns
and a rubber roll and pressurized, or, a method of forming embosses in which a sanitary tissue paper is passed between
a steel roll having male emboss patterns and a steel roll having female emboss patterns and pressurized.
[0096] Further, in case of application to toilet paper rolls as in the present example, it is desirable that the outer roll
diameter is about 100-118 mm. Particularly, it is desirable that the outer diameter is 110-115 mm, in order to facilitate
holding in a roll holder and facilitate rotation of the roll upon usage.
[0097] For this reason, in the present invention, the roll length for a one-ply product may be 58-65 m, and the roll
length for a two-ply product may be 29-33 m, and, the outer diameter of the core 1A may be 30-40 mm, and particularly,
preferably 36-39 mm.
[0098] Below, the effects of the present invention will be explained through examples.
[0099] As shown in Table 3 and Table 4, various types of toilet paper rolls are manufactured or obtained. A measurement
for tensile strength is carried out, and also, tender-touch, bulk softness, thickness feeling, appearance of the embosses
(remaining state of the embosses), and roll shape and massiveness were respectively evaluated on a 1-to-5 scale by
50 people, and the average value was taken as the evaluation value. The measurement result and the evaluation result
are also shown in Table 3 and Table 4.
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[0100] It is apparent from Table 3 and Table 4 that examples 1 and 2 according to the present invention are superior
in tender-touch, bulk softness, thickness feeling, appearance of the embosses (remaining state of the embosses), and
roll shape and massiveness, compared to comparative examples 1 and 2 and to commercial products.

(C) Finally, a preferred embodiment will be explained in detail, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in
view of the above-mentioned third object, which is to provide a sanitary tissue paper for a sanitary tissue paper roll
which is superior in and matches the human sensory evaluation, and which is highly valued in such sensory evaluation.
Note that a one-ply (single sheet) product is indicated as 1P, and a two-ply (double sheet) product is indicated as
2P. Further, grammage, elongation rate and tensile strength (longitudinal/lateral ratio of tension) are measurement
values according to JIS. Paper thickness is measured using a dial thickness gauge "PEACOCK type-G" available
from Ozaki Manufacturing Co., Ltd. under the conditions of JIP P 8111. Specifically, after checking that there is no
dust, dirt or such between the plunger and the measuring platform, the plunger is lowered onto the measuring
platform, and the scale of the above-mentioned dial thickness gauge is moved to set the zero point. Then, the
plunger is raised, a sample (tissue paper) is placed on the testing platform, the plunger is slowly lowered, and the
current gauge is read. Here, the plunger is only to be placed onto the sample . Note that the measurement is carried
out for one sheet, and an average value for ten measurements is taken. Although a model of a characteristic-
testingmachine will be mentioned below, similar machines which basically adopt the same measurement principle
can also be used.

[0101] The present inventors found that it is desirable to take the three characteristics below as an evaluation standard,
and found that, regarding actual toilet paper rolls and/or toilet papers, ones satisfying as many of the below-defined
characteristics as possible have a higher commercial value.

(1) Compression characteristics: LC, TM, WC, and (TO-TM)

[0102] A "Handy compression tester KES-G5" available from Katotech Co., Ltd. was used for the compression-char-
acteristic test. A paper sample is compressed between steel plates, which respectively have a circular surface with a
compression area of 2 cm2, at a maximum compression load of 50 gf/cm2, and an evaluation is made of a compression
characteristic upon returning of the paper sample. Regarding the compression characteristic thereupon shown in Fig.
7, as for the present invention, a linearity of a displacement curve between load and thickness is to be 0.2500-0.3300
for one-ply, and 0.3400-0.3700 for two-ply.
[0103] Here, "linearity" (compression hardness) LC indicates the ratio between the diagonally-shaded area S in Fig.
7 and the area of Δ ABC. LC signifies the linearity of a flexible response in view of pressing depth, and the linearity is
high and the value is high for hard materials. The above is a value range in which an appropriate flexible response is
felt upon pushing with the hand.
[0104] Further, as for the present invention, the thickness TM upon load of 50 gf/cm2 is to be equal to or above 0.1400
mm for one-ply, and equal to or above 0.2500 mm for two-ply.
[0105] Note that, it is desirable that the difference (T0 - TM) between the thickness T0 upon load 0.5 gf/cm2 and the
thickness TM upon load 50 gf/cm2 is equal to or above 0.2000 mm for one-ply, and equal to or above 0.2000 mm for
two-ply . As T0-TM increases, the pressing depth when pressing up to 50 gf/cm2 is large, and this indicates a paper
quality with bulk softness. Further, it is desirable that the amount of work upon compression WC is equal to or below
0.2000 gf*cm/ cm2 for one-ply, and equal to or below 0.2200 gf*cm/ cm2 for two-ply.

(2) Bending characteristics: B and 2HB

[0106] An "automatic, pure-bending tester KESFB2-AUTO-A" available from Katotech Co., Ltd. was used for the
compression-characteristic test. As shown in Fig. 8, a paper sample having a width of 20 cm is chucked at a chuck
distance of 1 cm, is bent forward up to a maximum curvature of 2.5 cm-1 through pure bending by always keeping one
side to form an arc , and is bent back to its original position. Then, the sample is bent backwardly at a maximum curvature
of -2.5 cm-1, and then is returned to the original position . The relation between the curvature and the flexural moment
during the above is evaluated.
[0107] The relation is obtained as a value on a hysteresis curve shown in Fig. 9. A paper’s bending resistance B is
expressed as an average inclination between the curvature of 0.5-1.5 cm-1, and in the present invention, the average
value thereof (B average) in the longitudinal and lateral directions is made to be equal to or below 0.0080 gf*cm2/cm for
one-ply, and equal to or below 0.0180 gf*cm2/cm for two-ply. The larger the average value of bending resistance B (B
average) is, the sample is harder and is difficult to bend. According to the range of the present invention, the resistance
in bending is small.
[0108] Further, a paper’s flexural recoverability (2HB) is expressed as an average hysteresis width of flexural moment
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between the curvature of 0.5-1.5 cm-1, and here, the average value thereof (2HB average) in the longitudinal and lateral
directions is to be 0.0030-0.0050 gf*cm/cm for one-ply, and 0.0130-0.0170 gf*cm/cm for two-ply. The larger the average
value of flexural recoverability 2HB (2HB average) is, it signifies that the recoverability upon bend is inferior (low) . The
present invention defines a value range which indicates an appropriate recoverability in bending.

(3) Surface characteristics: MMD and MIU

[0109] A "friction sensitivity tester KESSE" available from Katotech Co., Ltd. can be used for the surface characteristic
test. For this measurement, as shown in Fig. 10, a friction piece is made from a piano wire, of which the lateral section
is 0.5 mm in diameter, and has a friction surface of 5 mm long. The friction piece is made to contact a paper sample at
a contact pressure of 10 gf, and is moved 2 cm at a speed of 0.1 cm/second while the paper sample is being applied
with a tension of 20 gf/cm in the moving direction, and the friction coefficient thereupon is measured.
[0110] In the present invention, two values are measured: an average friction coefficient MIU which is an average
value of the friction coefficient upon movement of the friction piece, and an average deviation of the friction coefficient
upon this movement MMD (a value obtained by dividing an integral, which is calculated by integrating a deviation from
the average value of the friction coefficient upon the above-mentioned movement across the above-mentioned movement
distance (2 cm), by the above-mentioned movement distance).
[0111] In the present invention, the average value (front and back average MMD) between the average deviations
MMD of the above-mentioned friction coefficient obtained for the longitudinal and lateral directions on the front side and
that obtained for the longitudinal and lateral directions on the back side for a one-ply is equal to or below 0.0320, and,
the average value thereof (front average MMD) for the longitudinal and lateral directions on the front side for a two-ply
is equal to or below 0.0290. According to the present invention, since there is small variation in value, a smooth feeling
is provided.
[0112] Further, the average value (front and back average MIU) between the paper’s average friction coefficient MIU
obtained for the longitudinal and lateral directions on the front side and that obtained for the longitudinal and lateral
directions on the back side for a one-ply is 0.2600-0.2800, and the average value (front average MIU) of the paper’s
average friction coefficient for the longitudinal and lateral directions on the front side for two-ply is 0.3500-0.3800.
According to the present invention, an appropriate frictional resistance is provided, and a stableness in smooth feeling
is provided.
[0113] By setting the measurement values of the six items, (1) compression hardness, (2) thickness at maximum load,
(3) bending resistance, (4) flexural recoverability, (5) surface friction coefficient, and (6) average deviation of surface
friction coefficient, within a predetermined range, it is possible to reproduce quality characteristics required for a toilet
paper.
[0114] The compression characteristics can be adjusted according to, for example, LBKP and NBKP mixing ratio
and/or the type of pulp (coarseness of fiber, or the type or age of tree to be the feedstock) of the feedstock, beating
degree, reel moisture content, and/or the gap/pressure/material of the calender. It is desirable that no used-paper pulp
is mixed.
[0115] The bending characteristics can be adjusted according to, for example, tensile strength, longitudinal/lateral
ratio, crepe shape (rate of crepes, height difference of crepes, and such), water content rate, density, and/or adding of
paper-strengthening agent.
[0116] The surface characteristics can be adjusted according to, for example, pulp mixture, conditions of the calender,
reel moisture content, angle of doctor blade tip, blade angle, balance of bond/peeling strength, and/or rate of crepes.
[0117] Regarding the above three characteristics, when one of the characteristics changes, the others will as well
change. Thus it is difficult to control these characteristics. By converting these characteristics into numerals and grasping
their correlation as data indicating the change in each of these quality characteristics occurring upon change in manu-
facturing conditions, it becomes possible to reproduce a toilet paper quality requested by the consumer.
[0118] Below, the effects of the present invention will be explained through examples.
[0119] The above-mentioned three types of characteristic tests and obtainment of six data were repeated, and the
correspondence with an sensory evaluation by 10 adults was researched. This sensory evaluation shows the average
values regarding a 1-to-4 scale evaluation regarding "thickness feeling (rich, thick feel)", "tender-touch" and "smoothness",
and higher values indicate a higher rating. Further, the total evaluation shows the average values regarding a similar 1-
to-4 scale evaluation regarding whether the toilet paper is preferable or not considering all matters. All of the comparative
examples are current commercial products.

(1) The results regarding the compression characteristics: LC, TM, WC AND (T0 - TM) are shown in Table 5. Note
that Table 5 also shows the total evaluation, paper-quality data, and other characteristics.
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(2) The results regarding bending characteristics: B and 2HB are shown in Table 6.

(3) The results regarding surface characteristics : MMD and MIU are shown in Table 7 and Table 8.
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[0120] From the results above, it is appreciated that the present examples are superior in all of the "bulk softness and
thickness feeling", "tender-touch" and "smoothness."

Industrial Applicability

[0121] As explained above, according to the present invention, the above-mentioned difference in pressing depth of
a sanitary tissue paper roll is set to be 2.5-3.5 mm for a two-ply or a three-ply roll, and 1.5-2.5mm for a one-ply roll.
Therefore, it is possible to provide an appropriate soft feeling to the consumer who has taken the roll and stimulate
his/her will to purchase the product, and thus, increase sales.
[0122] Further, since it is possible to control the roll hardness of a sanitary tissue paper roll within an appropriate
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range, it is possible to supply, to the market, sanitary tissue paper rolls which have an appropriate tender-touch feeling.
[0123] Further, since a sanitary tissue paper roll can be provided with both an appropriate shape-maintaining ability
and tender-touch feel, it is superior not only in feeling but also in appearance. Therefore, it will be possible to appeal to
the consumer’s sense of beauty and stimulate his/her will to purchase the product, and thus, increase sales.
[0124] Further, since it is possible to easily set the difference in pressing depth within an appropriate range while
appropriately securing a roll-shape-maintaining ability, manufacturing of a sanitary tissue paper roll according to the
present invention is facilitated.
[0125] According to the present invention, a sanitary tissue paper roll will be rich in thickness feeling and bulk softness
while being difficult to deform, and will have a sufficient massiveness when taken in the hand, and, their embosses will
not easily be flattened in case embossing is applied.
[0126] According to the present invention, it is possible to provide a sanitary tissue paper which is superior in and
matches the human sensory evaluation, and which is highly valued in such sensory evaluation.
[0127] Further, by using the three basic measurement methods and the six measurement data in combination, it is
possible to quantify bulk softness , pliantness and smoothness of a toilet paper, which is one kind of sanitary tissue
paper, and manage and control the quality of the toilet- paper according to these measurement data.

Claims

1. A sanitary tissue paper roll wherein,

a sheet of the sanitary tissue paper has a grammage of 15-25 g/m2 and a paper thickness is 120-160 micrometer
per sheet,
a longitudinal/lateral ratio of dry-state tensile strength of the sheet is 2.0-4.0, the "dry-state tensile strength"
being tensile strength measured according to tensile-characteristic testing method defined by Japan Industrial
Standard, JISP8113, the "longitudinal/lateral ratio of dry-state tensile strength" indicating a ratio obtained by
dividing the dry-state tensile strength in a longitudinal direction by the dry-state tensile strength in a width
direction,
a weight proportion of Nadelholz bleached kraft pulp (NBKP) in pulp feedstock for the sheet is 20-60%,
the sheet is subject to an embossing process,
length of the sanitary tissue paper wound to the sanitary tissue paper roll is 29-33 m for two-ply, and 19-22 m
for three-ply,
a roll compressibility of the sanitary tissue paper roll is 0.68-0.74 m/cm2, the roll compressibility being defined
as a value obtained by dividing the length of the sanitary tissue paper wound to the sanitary tissue paper roll
by an area of a plane orthogonal to a central axis of the sanitary tissue paper roll,
an inner roll diameter of the sanitary tissue paper roll ranges between 30 and 50 mm,
an outer roll diameter of the sanitary tissue paper roll ranges between 100 and 120 mm,
when the sanitary tissue paper roll of two-ply or three-ply is laid on a horizontal surface with its center axis in a
horizontal orientation, and a circular plate indenter, having an area of 2 cm2 and being arranged at the center
of an upper surface of an outer periphery of a body of the sanitary tissue paper roll, is vertically pressed in two
steps at least at respective pressing pressures of 0.5 gf/cm2 and 50 gf/cm2, a difference in depths upon the
respective pressing is within a range of 2.5-3.5 mm, and the sheet has an elongation rate, in the longitudinal
direction, of 20-35%.

2. A sanitary tissue paper roll wherein,

a sheet of the sanitary tissue paper has a grammage of 15-25 g/m2 and a paper thickness is 120-160 micrometer
per sheet,
a longitudinal/lateral ratio of dry-state tensile strength of the sheet is 2.0-4.0, the "dry-state tensile strength"
being tensile strength measured according to tensile-characteristic testing method defined by Japan Industrial
Standard, JISP8113, the "longitudinal/lateral ratio of dry-state tensile strength" indicating a ratio obtained by
dividing the dry-state tensile strength in a longitudinal direction by the dry-state tensile strength in a width
direction,
a weight proportion of Nadelholz bleached kraft pulp (NBKP) in pulp feedstock for the sheet is 20-60%,
the sheet is subject to an embossing process,
a length of the sanitary tissue paper wound to the sanitary tissue paper roll is 58-65 m for one-ply,
a roll compressibility of the sanitary tissue paper roll is 0.68-0.74 m/cm2, the roll compressibility being defined
as a value obtained by dividing the length of the sanitary tissue paper wound to the sanitary tissue paper roll
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by an area of a plane orthogonal to a central axis of the sanitary tissue paper roll,
an inner roll diameter of the sanitary tissue paper roll ranges between 30 and 50 mm,
an outer roll diameter of the sanitary tissue paper roll ranges between 100 and 120 mm,
when the sanitary tissue paper roll of one-ply is laid on a horizontal surface with its center axis in a horizontal
orientation, and a circular plate indenter, having an area of 2 cm2 and being arranged at the center of an upper
surface of an outer periphery of a body of the sanitary tissue paper roll, is vertically pressed in two steps at least
at respective pressing pressures of 0.5 gf/cm2 and 50 gf/cm2, a difference in depths upon the respective pressing
is within a range of 1.5-2.5 mm, and
the sheet has an elongation rate, in the longitudinal direction, of 20-35%.

3. A sanitary tissue paper roll according to claim 1 or 2, wherein when a difference in depths upon said respective
pressing is continuously measured nine times, all values of said measurements are within said range of said difference
in pressing depth; and a difference between the maximum and the minimum of all values of said measurements is
within a range of 0.5-1.0 mm.

4. A sanitary tissue paper roll according to any of claims 1 to 3, wherein said dry-state tensile strength per each sheet
of said sanitary tissue paper is equal to or above 40 N/m in a width direction, and is 1.0-4.0 folds of said width
direction in a longitudinal direction.

5. A sanitary tissue paper roll according to claim 4, wherein a number of crepes of said sanitary tissue paper is 25-45
per cm, and an elongation rate in a longitudinal direction is 15-25 %.

6. A sanitary tissue paper roll according to either one of claim 4 or 5, wherein, per each sheet of said sanitary tissue
paper, the density is 0.10-0.15 g/cm3.

7. A sanitary tissue paper roll according to any of claims 4 to 6 which uses, as said sanitary tissue paper, a paper
made mainly of Nadelholz bleached kraft pulp and Laubholz bleached kraft pulp.

8. A sanitary tissue paper roll according to any of claims 4 to 7, made by winding said sanitary tissue paper around a
core having an outer diameter of 30-40 mm.

Patentansprüche

1. Hygienepapierrolle, wobei

ein Bogen des Hygienepapiers ein Flächengewicht von 15-25 g/m2 und eine Papierdicke von 120-160 Mikro-
meter pro Bogen hat,
ein Längs/Quer-Verhältnis der Zugfestigkeit im Trockenzustand des Bogens 2,0-4,0 ist, wobei die "Zugfestigkeit
im Trockenzustand" die Zugfestigkeit gemessen nach dem im japanischen Industriestandard JISP8113 defi-
nierten Zugeigenschaftentestverfahren ist, und das "Längs/Quer-Verhältnis der Zugfestigkeit" ein Verhältnis
bezeichnet, das durch Dividieren der Zugfestigkeit im Trockenzustand in einer Längsrichtung durch die Zug-
festigkeit im Trockenzustand in einer Breitenrichtung erhalten wird,
ein Gewichtsverhältnis von gebleichtem Nadelholz-Kraft-Zellstoff (NBKP) in Zellstoffrohmaterial für den Bogen
20-60 % ist,
der Bogen einem Prägeprozess unterzogen wird,
eine Länge des auf die Hygienepapierrolle gewickelten Hygienepapiers 29-33 m für Zweilagiges, und 19-22 m
für Dreilagiges ist,
eine Rollenkompressibilität der Hygienepapierrolle 0,68-0,74 m/cm2 ist, wobei die Rollenkompressibilität als
ein Wert definiert ist, der durch Dividieren der Länge des auf die Hygienepapierrolle gewickelten Hygienepapiers
durch eine Fläche einer Ebene senkrecht zu einer zentralen Achse der Hygienepapierrolle erhalten wird,
ein Rolleninnendurchmesser der Hygienepapierrolle zwischen 30 und 50 mm liegt,
ein Rollenaußendurchmesser der Hygienepapierrolle zwischen 100 und 120 mm liegt,
dann, wenn die zweilagige oder dreilagige Hygienepapierrolle auf eine horizontale Fläche mit ihrer Mittelachse
in einer horizontalen Orientierung gelegt wird, und ein runder Plattenstempel mit einer Fläche von 2 cm2 und
angeordnet in der Mitte einer Oberfläche eines äußeren Umfangs eines Hauptteils der Hygienepapierrolle in
zwei Schritten mit mindestens den jeweiligen Pressdrücken 0,5 gf/cm2 und 50 gf/cm2 vertikal gepresst wird,
ein Tiefenunterschied nach dem jeweiligen Pressen innerhalb eines Bereichs von 2,5-3,5 mm liegt und der
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Bogen eine Dehnungsrate in der Längsrichtung von 20-35 % hat.

2. Hygienepapierrolle, wobei

ein Bogen des Hygienepapiers ein Flächengewicht von 15-25 g/m2 und die Papierdicke von 120-160 Mikrometer
pro Bogen hat,
ein Längs/Quer-Verhältnis der Zugfestigkeit im Trockenzustand des Bogens 2,0-4,0 ist, wobei die "Zugfestigkeit
im Trockenzustand" die Zugfestigkeit gemessen nach dem im japanischen Industriestandard JISP8113 defi-
nierten Zugeigenschaftentestverfahren ist, und das "Längs/Quer-Verhältnis der Zugfestigkeit" ein Verhältnis
bezeichnet, das durch Dividieren der Zugfestigkeit im Trockenzustand in eine Längsrichtung durch die Zugfes-
tigkeit im Trockenzustand in einer Breitenrichtung erhalten wird,
ein Gewichtsverhältnis von gebleichtem Nadelholz-Kraft-Zellstoff (NBKP) in Zellstoffrohmaterial für den Bogen
20-60% ist,
der Bogen einem Prägeprozess unterzogen wird,
eine Länge des auf die Hygienepapierrolle gewickelten Hygienepapiers 58-65 m für Einlagiges ist,
eine Rollenkompressibilität der Hygienepapierrolle 0,68-0,74 m/cm2 ist, wobei die Rollenkompressibilität als
ein Wert definiert ist, der durch Dividieren der Länge des auf die Hygienepapierrolle gewickelten Hygienepapiers
durch eine Fläche einer Ebene senkrecht zu einer zentralen Achse der Hygienepapierrolle erhalten wird,
ein Rolleninnendurchmesser der Hygienepapierrolle zwischen 30 und 50 mm liegt,
ein Rollenaußendurchmesser der Hygienepapierrolle zwischen 100 und 120 mm liegt,
dann, wenn die einlagige Hygienepapierrolle auf eine horizontale Fläche mit ihrer Mittelachse in einer horizon-
talen Orientierung gelegt wird und ein runder Plattenstempel mit einer Fläche von 2 cm2 und angeordnet in der
Mitte einer Oberfläche eines äußeren Umfangs eines Hauptteils der Hygienepapierrolle in zwei Schritten min-
destens mit den jeweiligen Pressdrücken 0,5 gf/cm2 und 50 gf/cm2 vertikal gepresst wird, ein Tiefenunterschied
nach dem jeweiligen Pressen innerhalb eines Bereichs von 1,5-2,5 mm liegt, und
der Bogen eine Dehnungsate in der Längsrichtung von 20-35 % hat.

3. Hygienepapierrolle nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei dann, wenn ein Tiefenunterschied nach dem jeweiligen Pressen
neunmal kontinuierlich gemessen wird, alle Werte der Messungen innerhalb des genannten Bereichs von Unter-
schieden der Einpresstiefe sind; und ein Unterschied zwischen dem Maximum und dem Minimum aller Werte der
Messungen in einem Bereich von 0,5-1,0 mm ist.

4. Hygienepapierrolle nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei die Zugfestigkeit im Trockenzustand pro Bogen des
Hygienepapiers gleich oder größer als 40 N/m in einer Breitenrichtung ist und in einer Längsrichtung das 1,0-4,0-
Fache der Breitenrichtung ist.

5. Hygienepapierrolle nach Anspruch 4, wobei eine Kreppanzahl des Hygienepapiers 25-45 pro cm ist und eine Deh-
nungsrate in einer Längsrichtung 15-25 % ist.

6. Hygienepapierrolle nach einem der Ansprüche 4 oder 5, wobei für jeden Bogen des Hygienepapiers die Dichte
0,10-0,15 g/cm3 ist.

7. Hygienepapierrolle nach einem der Ansprüche 4 bis 6, die als Hygienepapier ein hauptsächlich aus gebleichtem
Nadelholz-Kraft-Zellstoff und Laubholz-Kraft-Zellstoff hergestelltes Papier verwendet.

8. Hygienepapierrolle nach einem der Ansprüche 4 bis 7, das durch Wickeln des Hygienepapiers um einen Kern mit
einem Außendurchmesser von 30-40 mm hergestellt wird.

Revendications

1. Rouleau de papier hygiénique, dans lequel :

une feuille du papier hygiénique a un grammage compris entre 15 et 25 g/m2 et une épaisseur de papier
comprise entre 120 et 160 micromètres par feuille,
un rapport de la résistance à la traction à l’état sec dans la direction longitudinale/dans la direction latérale de
la feuille est compris entre 2,0 et 4,0, la "résistance à la traction à l’état sec" étant une résistance à la traction
mesurée selon un procédé d’essai de caractéristique de traction défini par la Norme Industrielle Japonaise,
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JISP8113, le "rapport de la résistance à la traction à l’état sec dans la direction longitudinale/dans la direction
latérale" indiquant un rapport obtenu en divisant la résistance à la traction à l’état sec dans une direction
longitudinale par la résistance à la traction à l’état sec dans une direction de largeur,
une proportion en poids de pâte kraft blanchie de bois de confères (NBKP) dans une charge d’alimentation de
pâte pour la feuille est comprise entre 20 et 60 %,
la feuille est soumise à un processus de gaufrage,
une longueur du papier hygiénique enroulé sur le rouleau de papier hygiénique est comprise entre 29 et 33 m
pour deux couches, et entre 19 et 22 m pour trois couches,
une compressibilité en rouleau du rouleau de papier hygiénique est comprise entre 0,68 et 0,74 m/cm2, la
compressibilité en rouleau étant définie comme étant une valeur obtenue en divisant la longueur du papier
hygiénique enroulé sur le rouleau de papier hygiénique par une superficie d’un plan orthogonal à un axe central
du rouleau de papier hygiénique,
un diamètre de rouleau intérieur du rouleau de papier hygiénique varie entre 30 et 50 mm,
un diamètre de rouleau extérieur du rouleau de papier hygiénique varie entre 100 et 120 mm,
lorsque le rouleau de papier hygiénique à deux ou trois couches est posé sur une surface horizontale avec son
axe central dans une orientation horizontale, et un pénétrateur à plateau circulaire, ayant une superficie de 2
cm2 et étant agencé au centre d’une surface supérieure d’une périphérie extérieure d’un corps du rouleau de
papier hygiénique, est pressé verticalement en deux étapes au moins à des pressions de pressage respectives
de 0,5 gf/cm2 et de 50 gf/cm2, une différence de profondeurs lors du pressage respectif est dans une plage
allant de 2,5 à 3,5 mm, et la feuille a un taux d’allongement, dans la direction longitudinale, compris entre 20
et 35 %.

2. Rouleau de papier hygiénique, dans lequel :

une feuille du papier hygiénique a un grammage compris entre 15 et 25 g/m2 et une épaisseur de papier
comprise entre 120 et 160 micromètres par feuille,
un rapport de la résistance à la traction à l’état sec dans la direction longitudinale/dans la direction latérale de
la feuille est compris entre 2,0 et 4,0, la "résistance à la traction à l’état sec" étant une résistance à la traction
mesurée selon un procédé d’essai de caractéristique de traction défini par la Norme Industrielle Japonaise,
JISP8113, le "rapport de la résistance à la traction à l’état sec dans la direction longitudinale/dans la direction
latérale" indiquant un rapport obtenu en divisant la résistance à la traction à l’état sec dans une direction
longitudinale par la résistance à la traction à l’état sec dans une direction de largeur,
une proportion en poids de pâte kraft blanchie de bois de confères (NBKP) dans une charge d’alimentation de
pâte pour la feuille est comprise entre 20 et 60 %,
la feuille est soumise à un processus de gaufrage,
une longueur du papier hygiénique enroulé sur le rouleau de papier hygiénique est comprise entre 58 et 65 m
pour une couche,
une compressibilité en rouleau du rouleau de papier hygiénique est comprise entre 0,68 et 0,74 m/cm2, la
compressibilité en rouleau étant définie comme étant une valeur obtenue en divisant la longueur du papier
hygiénique enroulé sur le rouleau de papier hygiénique par une superficie d’un plan orthogonal à un axe central
du rouleau de papier hygiénique,
un diamètre de rouleau intérieur du rouleau de papier hygiénique varie entre 30 et 50 mm,
un diamètre de rouleau extérieur du rouleau de papier hygiénique varie entre 100 et 120 mm,
lorsque le rouleau de papier hygiénique à une couche est posé sur une surface horizontale avec son axe central
dans une orientation horizontale, et un pénétrateur à plaque circulaire, ayant une superficie de 2 cm2 et étant
agencé au centre d’une surface supérieure d’une périphérie extérieure d’un corps du rouleau de papier hygié-
nique, est pressé verticalement en deux étapes au moins à des pressions de pressage respectives de 0,5
gf/cm2 et de 50 gf/cm2, une différence de profondeurs lors du pressage respectif est dans une plage allant de
1,5 à 2,5 mm, et
la feuille a un taux d’allongement, dans la direction longitudinale, compris entre 20 et 35 %.

3. Rouleau de papier hygiénique selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel, lorsqu’une différence de profondeurs lors
dudit pressage respectif est mesurée de manière continue neuf fois, toutes les valeurs desdites mesures sont dans
ladite plage de ladite différence de profondeur de pressage ; et une différence entre le maximum et le minimum de
toutes les valeurs desdites mesures est dans une plage allant de 0,5 à 1,0 mm.

4. Rouleau de papier hygiénique selon l’une des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel ladite résistance à la traction à l’état
sec pour chaque feuille dudit papier hygiénique est supérieure ou égale à 40 N/m dans une direction de largeur, et
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est de 1,0 à 4,0 fois de ladite direction de largeur dans une direction longitudinale.

5. Rouleau de papier hygiénique selon la revendication 4, dans lequel un certain nombre d’ondulations dudit papier
hygiénique est compris entre 25 et 45 par cm, et un taux d’allongement dans une direction longitudinale est compris
entre 15 et 25 %.

6. Rouleau de papier hygiénique selon l’une des revendications 4 ou 5, dans lequel, pour chaque feuille dudit papier
hygiénique, la densité est comprise entre 0,10 et 0,15 g/cm3.

7. Rouleau de papier hygiénique selon l’une des revendications 4 à 6, qui utilise, comme étant ledit papier hygiénique,
un papier constitué principalement de pâte kraft blanchie de bois de confères et de pâte kraft blanchie de bois de
feuillu.

8. Rouleau de papier hygiénique selon l’une des revendications 4 à 7, fabriqué en enroulant ledit papier hygiénique
autour d’un noyau ayant un diamètre extérieur compris entre 30 et 40 mm.
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